
Resonance & Delocalized Electrons Revisited: 
(Now Considering the Frontier Orbital Interactions) 

“...... I see just about everything as being rooted in 
chemistry and every day that I pursue my studies, I 
know that I understand the world a little better. 
With each curiosity I resolve, question I answer or 
peculiar result I explain, I feel that I am chipping 
away at a giant mystery.” 

-Linus Pauling	




Delocalized Electrons & Resonance 
•  Some molecules have more than one bonding description 

or electron configuration 
•  In order to understand the reactivity of a molecule, it 

is often helpful to draw alternative forms (consistent 
with the octet rule and the MO description) 

resonance contributors canonical forms 

same 
•  Two representations of the electronic configuration of 

the ____ molecule are denoted by 

•  The use of a similar curved arrow convention can help to 
derive alternative electronic configurations known as 
__________________ or ____________ 

•  The electronic changes relating two resonance 
contributors can be viewed as frontier orbital 
interactions  



Recognizing Resonance Contributors 
Molecules with resonance contributors must have an electron 
______ and an electron ____ that are properly _________ source sink connected 

the source 
•  π electrons 
•  nonbonded e- 

•  single unshared e- 

the sink 
•  an atom (electronegative) 
•  a bond connecting an atom 

with an incomplete octet 
•  an atom with positive charge 
•  must not exceed octet 

 (all resonance contributors 
must be valid Lewis structures) 

electronic connectivity 
•  planar set of atoms 
•  a contiguous arrangement 

of atoms whose 
hybridization includes p 
orbitals  

•  linear, not cross-
conjugated 

π→a 

π→a 

n→π* 

π→a 



Planarity of Resonance Contributors 
The importance of planarity: ________________________ 
_________________________ that gives best overlap 

spatial arrangement of orbitals 

most 
basic 
atom 

steric 
interaction 

No delocalization (no overlap).  The lone 
pair of -N(CH3)2 is not “tied up” in 
delocalized bonding; \ available as a base. 

This resonance contributor 
shows that the most basic atom 
has significant positive chg. 



Visualizing the Steric Interaction & Loss of Planarity 
steric 

interaction 



Linear vs. Cross Conjugation 
Linear conjugation 

Cross conjugation 
Contiguous arrangement 
of atoms whose 
hybridization includes p 
orbitals but have no 
means for electron flow; 
__________________ broken connectivity 

The nitrogen and carbonyl 
are “cross conjugated” 

Is the amine lone 
pair delocalized into 
the nitro group? 


